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The Armenian central dome churches with cruciform plan, as complete architectural setups, emerged in the seventh century or perhaps earlier and did not change their initial construction for nearly 1,500 years. The reason is the national spiritual philosophy and the mythology of the Indo-European civilization, carrier of which as an important component of culture to this day is the Armenian people. From the architectural point of view, rock carved versions of this type of churches are convincing and irreproachable, with the semantic characteristics of the mythological tree of life, the bowels of the earth-earth-sky trinity, black and white world-creating and world-destroying forces in the form of dragons and the cross as a symbol of light.
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The scientific objective: Architecture of sacred structures and in particular architecture of temples is anchored in social classification and politics, faith and its dogmas. Depending on the faith of a particular people and changes in that faith in a historic period, as well as serious change in the demographic composition inside the state or radical change of ethnoculture, architecture of temples and sacred structures has been changed respectively. For example, architecture of Pharaos, Ptolemy and then substituting the latter Muslim Egypt has undergone fundamental changes despite the fact that the main ethnic composition of population remained unchanged. We can see changes in the architecture of sacred structures also in case of monuments of Etrusk, Roman, Christian Italian, Persian Ariarbarzan or Ariarmen [Nersisyan2011], Cyrus [Xenophon of Athens 1970], Zoroastrian [[Nersisyan2011; Shahinyan 2012; Agatangegos 1987] and Muslim period. In Armenia, we can see vast changes in architecture of sacred structures and temples of 4th-3rd millennia, Kingdom of Van (Urartu), Hellenistic and Christian periods. And this is despite the fact that, starting from 6th century B.C. up to Late Middle Ages, the ethnic, native population and the principles of royal administration and social and class order have not undergone any fundamental changes. Only religious views and the religion itself have changed [Shahinyan 2010, Marr 1922, Dyakonov1989, Movsisyan2002].

Thus, objective number one: what kind of natural and anthropogenic factors have influenced the architectural formation of sacred structures and in particular churches.

Objective two: what is the reason for the longevity of the style and composition of sacred structures and particularly Armenian churches over considerable time periods, more than 1,600 years.

Research: Armenian churches have been continuously written about since the 5th century, during the entire period of Christianity, and starting from the 19th century, numerous scientists have been involved in issues of church architecture and a great amount of materials were published about the results of scientific researches.

Among the vast amount of scientific viewpoints published about basilica, Toros Toramanyan’s scientific hypothesis on architecture of basilica type temple structures is favorably distinguished. According to Toramanyan, architecture of basilic churches is a result of thousands years of development of temple construction and the main impact on its formation have been the social
relationships in empires having clearly differentiated hierarchic class structure. To support this viewpoint, he gives the example of plans of Ancient and Middle Egyptian Kingdoms, Hellenistic and Greco-Roman temples [Toramanyan1945]. From his explanation the functionality of temples is clearly emphasized which is anchored in the empire’s hierarchic, religious-civil class structure and functions and rights of each of its strata.

The other principle that has served a basis for formation of the architecture of center domed cruciform planned churches is based on the mythological worldview of Armenians since ancient times about the creation and structure of the Universe and the Earth. Reasonable figures available in Armenian petroglyphs, rugs, decorative art of medieval manuscripts and in mold frames of khachkars (cross stones), and the constructive structures of the composition of mausoleums with circular semispherical stone-hill and stone-box burial chambers built in 4th-3rd millennia B.C. become meaningful only within the ancient mythological notions of Armenians about the Tree of Life, Dragons, the quadrate structure of the Earth, the Fruit of the Tree of Life, and the structure of Universe.

Figure 1. The plan of Egyptian Temple. 1. Area the Pharaoh-priest 2. The area for Priest and Pharaoh's family 3. Priest 4. The aristocracy and military elite 5-6. Treasury

Architecture of center domed churches, as a classical model and as structures radically different from other compositions were recorded by Toros Toramanyan. Later on, in the 20th century, scientific researches and publications were provided by Strzhigovski, Tokarski, Jaconson, Yaralov, Mnatsakanyan, Chubanishvili, Safaryan, Taghayshvili, Khalpakhchyan and others. Vahagn Grigoryan published in 1982 a monography “Early medieval central domed small monuments of Armenia”, where he brings together all works previously done and performs a typological classification, as well as Telman Gevorgian’s “The proportions in Armenian Architecture”, which studies the numerical relations and proportions of constructive structures of churches based on units of measurement used in ancient and medieval Armenia: dzoghs (“rod”), kirknaqyl (“double step”) girk (“embrace”), votn (“foot”), tiz (“span”), etc. [Gevorgian2012]

However, the works of all these scientists are based on the tectonic peculiarities of the structure which eventually leads to analysis and description of achievements of engineering technologies of structures and cannot have national features, while studies of the composition do not indicate any traditional, ethnocultural bases of origin and establishment of the form and style. Therefore, it is difficult to ground with this methodology the purely Armenian origin of this type of churches.
In case of decoding of the esoteric meanings of the all the following is comprehended: the traditional constructive trinity of churches, church windows, doors, defensive towers framed with depictions of two cosmic mythological elements (Black Water, and Purple Sea that separate the regulated universe of evil and good and protect it from endless chaos) boundaries of the field occupied by depiction of Tree of Life appearing in the form of khachkars and cross images, etc. Numerous examples of application of the symbol of the sacred act of creation in small size architectural monuments (Odzun) and in stylization of church entrances; application of the Sun – the fruit of the symbol of the Tree of Life in the form of a new symbol of Holy Cross adapted to and meaningful in Christianity; application of the symbol with rectangular drawing of the Earth in petroglyphs, esoterics, pictograms, and planning under the domes of churches that characterize the Earth’s sphere.

Furthermore, the portrayals of man, goat, bull, eagle that characterize the four sides of the Earth and, simultaneously, the four elements – soil, fire, water, and ether, as well as, characterizing the sphere of bowels of the earth, three, five or seven platforms of square drawing and developing gradually upward and placed one on the other in the base of churches or in compositions serving as a pedestal for khachkars and monuments.

Social bases for architecture of basilicas and temples: Architecture of basilicas has more often been anchored in social structure and respectively on public demand. The functionality of the structure was a public demand, which had been formed on the bases of exercising the rights of people inside the church or temple according to the class structure of the society during pre-Christian and Christian periods. This point of view is shared by part of the 20th century researchers of the Armenian architecture, while it was most convincingly presented and well-grounded by Toros Toramanyan.

Toramanyan believes that the cult of deceased has appeared among the tribes that had mastered agriculture and metalwork; in the architecture of the mausoleums dedicated to them legends associated with faith and worship were already outlined. In the church architecture, starting from the ancient times, the concept of the eternity of life and rebirth was valued since the idea of immortality and heavenly life still holds an important place in people’s mentality. From the plan structure of temples, three functional components are clearly distinguished: sanctuary, functional areas for priests and prayer hall.
It is natural that the prayer hall is the largest both in ancient temples and in churches, while the sanctuary that contains a sculpture to God and the treasury with different items gifted to a particular god by believers were inaccessible for the public at large.

**Mythological bases of the compositions of Armenian churches:** In the ancient Armenian mythological notions, the Earth has a square drawing; there are references on this in medieval books. Bowels of the earth consists of a number of layers; mainly seven layers are brought up, where the lowest layer is followed by the Black Water. The sky looks spherical, where the top of the Tree of Life reaches. Every day the Sun is born from a bud of the Tree of Life and is protected by the White Dragon which also protects the Earth and the Sky from external sinister forces or from chaos. Every night the Black Water of Bowels of the earth or the Black Dragon steals and takes the Sun away. The Black Dragon also has a protective function though: it protects the world in the Bowel of the earth or the mythological Dark World and people living there. The Black Dragon is also the protector and the bearer of waters and gives birth to lots of springs from his wounds after he dies.

Thus, according Armenian and in some case common mythology preserved among the Indo-European tribes, the Universe has a form of Sphere or consists of two spheres. In the surface of the cross section of the sphere the surface of the Earth is placed with square drawing, with its landscape arising upward, and below that plane there is the Dark World or Bowels of the earth. Thus, the Universe is three-storied: Bowels of the Earth, Earth, and Sky.

**Results of the research:** Thus, an important situation is outlined both for temples and churches built on the ground and for the rock cut ones: the architecture of part of mausoleums, antique Egyptian and Greco-Roman temples as well as basilicas is anchored in the concept of the eternity of life or immortality or the rebirth. While from the functional standpoint, the sections of temples where the “presence of God” is ensured and the small cell where treasures offered to God are kept as well as areas prescribed for the functions of the priest and pastor class were inaccessible for believers. The prayer hall for believers did not have any direct linkage with the sanctuary section from the functional point of view, while in some cases it was not linked with the temple at all. We can see this phenomenon in Egyptian (Temple of Ra), Sumer (Zikkurats), Urartian (Ayanis in Van, “Sussi” or Arevi in Erebuni), Assyrian, Mesopotamian, and Hellenistic temples. Architecture of these temples is mostly dedicated to a particular god, and only the chosen people from the class of priests and pastors were entitled to enter the temple and the room where the gifts dedicated to that god were put. The prayer hall was located mainly outside the temple and it could be a facility with columned roofing, such as in the case of Ayanis Temple or simply an area adjacent to the temple.
This phenomenon can be seen even more vividly seen in the case of holy temples placed on the top of pyramids in Aztec, Olmec, Ink, Maya cultures, where the faithful people were nestled in the area outside the temple and the pyramid. Thus, it is quite difficult to find the spiritual bases of the architecture of basilica and national features in the principles of functional differentiation of constructive components of composition given that the concept of immortality or rebirth is universal. Therefore, starting from the ancient temple construction up to the basilica, architecture is based on the entreaty from a particularly worshipped God or gods about eternal life or immortality. This means basilic church is basically a result of an international thinking, and only on case of availability of a few details of national culture we can perform classifications for distinguishing it as Italian, Greek, German, Georgian, Armenian, etc.

The situation appears to be different when architecture of central-domed cruciform planned Armenian churches are viewed under the light of Armenian ethnoculture and myths preserved by other Indo-European peoples, where we can see that in the architecture of sacred structures myths about the Tree of Life, World-Destroying and World-Creating Dragons, Life Seed or Cosmic Egg, square structure of the world, the three-storied universe, and the fruit of the Tree of Life, i.e. the Sun, are still alive at least in the Indian mythology and Vedas. We can observe this phenomenon in case of the architecture of earth-hill and stone-box mausoleums both in the Armenian Highland and in Iran, in the ancient civilizations of the Mediterranean Sea basin and in the Irish Newgrange. All these contain all or part of mythological components: cromlechs arranged along the external circle of mausoleums of 4th to 3rd millennia B.C. in the Armenian Highland or the enormous fined stones arranged along the circle of the mausoleum in the basin of River Boyne in Newgrange, Ireland, which probably embody the Dragons. The planning structure or the plan of the burial chamber or burial area with square or cruciform drawing as well as the deceased contracted and placed like an embryo in the maternal womb that can often be seen, which portray the mythological seed from which the Tree of Life will grow and yield fruits.

All world-creating elements the architecture of central-domed cruciform planned Armenian churches as well as all world-creating elements have preserved in the mythology of Indo-European peoples.

Conclusions

In the bases of the architecture of sacred places and temples lies the need to create necessary functional volumes and space for worship of gods or God. Basilic churches with their medieval planning and planning principles are directly linked with the architecture of sacred places of the Old World, where the sanctuary is separated (the stage and the altar or niche where the image or a sculpture of a saint or Christ is placed), with the priests’ rooms and the prayer hall to the right and to the left of the stage. Developments of the architecture of basilica in different countries, because of creative approaches and social order and demand, have formed this diversity of styles such as gothic, baroque, etc. And to resolve issues of tectonics, engineering solutions and technologies have been found such as use of half-arch supporting column to strengthen the external walls to prevent the ceiling from collapsing in French and English churches in the period of Renaissance.

The architecture of the Armenian central-domed cruciform church was immediately formed in the 5th century and has never undergone any compositional change to date since the constructive structural details are directly anchored in the ancient mythological model of the structure of the Universe. Occurrence of the rock cut versions of the central-domed church in the Armenian Highland and other places was due to the intention to hide from enemies or the unorthodox. However, for rock cut central-domed churches it was a mandatory requirement to have “yerdik” (a round or square opening through which smoke goes out and the light penetrates) in the central part of the dome of the ceiling, in the place of attaching the cross, wherefrom the light was falling on the believers.
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МИФОЛОГИЧЕСКИЕ ОСНОВЫ ПРОЕКТИРОВАНИЕ АРМЯНСКИХ
ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОКУПОЛЬНЫХ ЦЕРКВЕЙ И ВОПРОСЫ ИХ ПОДЗЕМНЫХ АНАЛОГОВ

С.М. Шагинян
Национальный университет архитектуры и строительства Армении

Централизованные Армянские церкви появились в 7-м веке как законченный архитектурный замысел и композиция и больше не менялись в течение почти 1500 лет. Автор предполагает, что причина долговечности этой архитектурной композиции является мифологическая концепция вселенной, который формировался в 3-ем тысячелетии у народов Армянского Нагорья. Этот духовная начала также было присуще предкам народов индоевропейского языкового семейства, но в наши дни носителем этой культуры в основном является армянский народ. Доказательства этой теории являются также подземные аналоги центральноокупольных церквей. Каждый отдельный элемент архитектурной композиции символизирует Древо Жизни, Подземелья-Земля-Небо триаду, а также двух Драконов на каторге, держит равновесие в нашей вселенной.
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